
 

 

School Days, NASA, and the Space Race (Information courtesy of NASA.) 

1957-1958 School Year (5th grade, Anchorage, Alaska): 

The Soviet Union launched “Sputnik 1” and “Sputnik 2” in 

October and November of 1957, respectively. “Sputnik 1” 

orbited for three weeks before its batteries died, then silent ly 

for two more months before falling back into the atmosphere. 

The satellite's success precipitated the American Sputnik crisis 

and triggered the Space Race, a part of the Cold War. The 

launch was the beginning of a new era of polit ical, military, 

technological, and scient ific developments. “Sputnik 2” 

carried the dog, “Laika”. In January of 1958, the United States ( Army Ballist ic 

Missile Agency) launched its first  satellite, “Explorer 1”. 

Summer Break, 1958: 

None. 

1958-1959 School Year (6th grade, Savannah, Georgia): 

NASA began its operations in October, 1958. The agency 

launched “Pioneer 1” and “Pioneer 3” in October and 

December of that year, respectively. Later in December of 

the same year, “Project Score”, a communications relay 

satellite, was placed into orbit . The next day, President 

Eisenhower’s Christmas message was beamed from the 

satellite - the first  voice sent from Space. 

In February, 1959, the scient ific satellite, “Vanguard 2” and reconnaissance 

satellite, “Discoverer 1” were launched. In March of that same year, NASA sent 

“Pioneer 4” to the Moon, successfully making the first  U.S. lunar flyby. 

In April, 1959, NASA unveiled the Mercury astronaut corps. NASA Administrator T. 

Keith Glennan publicly introduced the astronauts in a press conference in 

Washington D.C.: Lt . Col. John H. Glenn, Jr. (Marine Corps), Lt . Cdr. Walter M. 

Schirra, Jr. (Navy ), Lt . Cdr. Alan B. Shepard, Jr. (Navy ), Lt . M. Scott Carpenter 

(Navy), Capt. L. Gordon Cooper (Air Force), Capt. Virgil I . "Gus" Grissom (Air 

Force), and Capt. Donald K. Slayton (Air Force). They became heroes in the 

eyes of the American public almost immediately. 



 

 

In May, 1959, The United States launched and recovered two monkeys, Able 

and Baker, after launch in a Jupiter nosecone during a suborbital flight. The flight 

was successful, test ing the capability to launch from Cape Canaveral, Florida, 

and to recover spacecraft in the Atlantic Ocean, but Able later died. 

Summer Break, 1959: 

In August, 1959, “Explorer 6” was launched by U.S. (first  photographs of Earth 

from orbit). 

1959-1960 School Year (7th grade, Lompoc, California): 

In September, 1959, the Soviet Union launched “Luna 2” (first  

impact into another world [Moon]). 

In October, 1959, the Soviet Union launched “Luna 3” (first  

photograph of the far side of the Moon). 

In March, 1960, NASA launched “Pioneer 5” (first  Solar probe). 

In April, 1960, The United States launched “TIROS 1”, the first  

successful meteorological satellite, observing Earth's weather. The U.S. also 

launched “Transit  1B”, the first  experimental orbital navigation system. 

Summer Break, 1960: 

In July, 1960, the first  launch of the “Scout” launch vehicle took place. Its four-

stage booster could place a 330 pound satellite into orbit , and it  quickly 

became a workhorse in orbit ing scient ific payloads during the 1960s.  

In July, 1960, the Army Ballist ic Missile Agency of the Redstone Arsenal, Huntsville, 

Alabama, formally became a part of NASA and was renamed the George C. 

Marshall Space Flight Center. This organizat ion included the German "rocket 

team" led by Wernher von Braun that came to the United States at the 

conclusion of World War I I . This group had been instrumental in building the V-2 

rocket, the world's first  operational long-range ballist ic missile. 

In August, 1960, NASA successfully orbited “Echo 1”, a 100-foot inflatable, 

aluminized balloon passive communications satellite. The objective was to 

bounce radio beams off the satellite as a means of long-distance 

communications. This effort , though successful, was quickly superseded be 

active-repeater communications satellites such as “Telstar”.  



 

 

1960-1961 School Year (8th grade, Topeka, Kansas): 

In December, 1960, NASA launched “Mercury 1”, the first  

Mercury-Redstone capsule-launch vehicle combination. This 

was an unoccupied test flight. 

In January, 1961, NASA launched “Mercury 2”, a test mission 

of the Mercury-Redstone capsule-launch vehicle 

combination with the chimpanzee Ham aboard during a 16 

1/2 minute flight in suborbital space. Ham and his capsule 

were successfully recovered. 

In April, 1961, the Soviet Union launched Yuri Gagarin (“Vostok 1”) into Space for 

three orbits. 

In May, 1961, “Freedom 7”, the first  piloted Mercury spacecraft (No. 7) carrying 

Astronaut Alan B. Shepard, Jr., was launched from Cape Canaveral by Mercury-

Redstone (MR¬3) launch vehicle, to an alt itude of 115 nautical miles and a 

range of 302 miles. It  was the first  American space flight involving human beings, 

and during his 15-minute suborbital flight, Shepard rode a Redstone booster to a 

splashdown in the Atlantic Ocean. Shepard demonstrated that individuals can 

control a vehicle during weightlessness and high G stresses, and significant 

scient ific biomedical data were acquired. He reached a speed of 5,100 miles 

per hour and his flight lasted 14.8 minutes. Shepard was the second human and 

the first  American to fly in Space. 

In May, 1961, President John F. Kennedy unveiled the commitment to execute 

“Project Apollo” in a speech on "Urgent National Needs," billed as a second 

State of the Union message. He told Congress that the U.S. faced extraordinary 

challenges and needed to respond extraordinarily. In announcing the lunar 

landing commitment he said: "I  believe this Nation should commit  itself to 

achieving the goal, before this decade is out, of landing a man on the Moon 

and returning him safely to Earth. No single Space project in this period will be 

more impressive to mankind, or more important for the long-range explorat ion of 

Space; and none will be so difficult  or expensive to accomplish." 

Summer Break, 1961: 

In July, 1961, the second piloted flight of a Mercury spacecraft took place on 

this date when astronaut "Gus" Grissom undertook a sub-orbital mission. The flight 

had problems. The hatch blew off prematurely from the Mercury capsule, 



 

 

“Liberty Bell 7”, and it  sank into the Atlantic Ocean before it  could be 

recovered. In the process, the astronaut nearly drowned before being hoisted 

to safety in a helicopter. These suborbital flights, however, proved valuable for 

NASA technicians who found ways to solve or work around literally thousands of 

obstacles to successful space flight. 

In August, 1961, the Soviet Union launched Gherman Titov (“Vostok 2”) into 

Space for over 24 hours.  

In August, 1961, NASA launched “Ranger 1” with the mission of photographing 

and mapping part of the Moon's surface, but it  failed to achieve its planned 

orbit .  

1961-1962 School Year (9th grade, Abilene, Texas): 

In September, 1961, NASA Administrator James E. Webb announced that the site 

of the NASA center dedicated to human space flight would be Houston, Texas. 

This became the Manned Spacecraft Center, renamed the Lyndon B. Johnson 

Space Center in 1973. 

In October, 1961, NASA announced the establishment on a deep south bayou 

the Mississippi Test Facility, renamed the John C. Stennis Space Center in 1988. 

This installat ion became the test site for the large Sat urn boosters developed for 

Project Apollo.  

In October, 1961, NASA accomplished the first  successful test of the Saturn I 

rocket. 

In November, 1961, the Air Force launched a Titan ICBM from Cape Canaveral 

carrying target nose cone to be used in Nike-Zeus antimissile-missile tests. This 

was first  Titan ICBM to be fired from Cape Canaveral by a military crew, the 

6555th Aerospace Test Wing. The Titan rocket became a standard launch 

vehicle for the United States in the years that followed, going through several 

modifications to make it  more reliable and capable. 

In February, 1962, John Glenn became the first  American to circle the Earth, 

making three orbits in his “Friendship 7” Mercury spacecraft. Despite some 

problems with spacecraft -Glenn flew parts of the last two orbits manually 

because of an autopilot failure and left his normally jett isoned retrorocket pack 

attached to his capsule during reentry because of a loose heat shield-this flight 

was enormously successful. The public, more than celebrat ing the t echnological 



 

 

success, embraced Glenn as a personification of heroism and dignity. Among 

other engagements, Glenn addressed a joint session of Congress and 

part icipated in several t icker-tape parades around the country. 

In April, 1962, “Ranger 4” launched by NASA (First  spacecraft to impact the far 

side of the Moon.). 

In May, 1962, astronaut Scott Carpenter flew three orbits in the Mercury 

spacecraft “Aurora 7”. 

Summer Break, 1962: 

In June, 1962, at an all-day meeting at the Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA, 

leaders met to hash out differences over the method of going to the Moon with 

Project Apollo, with the debate getting heated at t imes. The contention was 

essentially between Earth-orbit  versus lunar-orbit  rendezvous. After more than six 

hours of discussion those in favor of Earth-orbit rendezvous finally gave in to the 

lunar-orbit  rendezvous mode, saying that its advocates had demonstrated 

adequately its feasibility and that any further contention would jeopardize the 

president's t imetable. This cleared the path for the development of the 

hardware necessary to accomplish the president's goal. 

In July, 1962, NASA launched “Telstar l” (The first  privately built  satellite for 

communications; first  telephone and television signals carried via satellite.). 

In August, 1962, the first  dual manned spaceflight (“Vostok 3” and “Vostok 4”) 

was launched by the Soviet Union (First  communication between two manned 

space vehicles in orbit .). 

1962-1963 School Year (10th grade, Lompoc [California]) and Lincoln [Nebraska]) 

In October, 1962, astronaut Wally Schirra flew six orbits in the 

Mercury spacecraft “Sigma 7”. 

In December, 1962, “Mariner 2” accomplished the first  

successful planetary flyby of Venus.  

In May, 1963, the capstone of Project Mercury took place on 

this date with the flight of astronaut L. Gordon Cooper, who 

circled the Earth 22 t imes in 34 hours aboard the Mercury 

capsule “Faith 7”. 



 

 

Summer Break, 1963: 

In June, 1963, the Soviet Union launched the first  woman (Valentina Tereshkova) 

into Space, “Vostok 6”.  

In August, 1963, the experimental aircraft X-15 set  an alt itude record of 354,200 

feet (67 miles).  

1963-1964 School Year (11th grade, Sedalia [Missouri] and El Paso [Texas]): 

In January, 1964, NASA's largest launch vehicle, Saturn SA-5, 

sent a record of 19 tons into orbit  during a test flight.  

In April, 1964, the first  American Gemini (“Gemini 1”) flight took 

place, an unpiloted test of the structural integrity of the new 

spacecraft and modified Titan II launch vehicle, and was 

intent ionally destroyed during reentry. 

In May, 1964, the United States placed the first  Apollo 

Command Module (CM) in orbit . This Apollo capsule was launched during an 

automated test flight atop a Saturn I in preparation of the lunar landing 

program.  

Summer Break, 1964: 

In July, 1964, the United States' “Ranger 7” sent  back to Earth 4,300 close-up 

images of the Moon before it  impacted the surface.  

1964-1965 School Year (12th grade, El Paso, Texas): 

In October, 1964, the Soviet Union launched “Voskhod 1” 

into Space (First  mult i-person crew [3] in orbit .). 

In October, 1964, NASA pilot Joseph Walker conducted the 

first  flight in the Lunar Landing Research Vehicle (LLRV), 

known for its unusual shape as the "Flying Bedstead." Two 

LLRVs and three Lunar Landing Training Vehicles developed 

from them provided realist ic simulat ion that was crit ical for 

landing a spacecraft on the Moon in the Apollo program. The LLRVs also 

provided the controls design data base for the lunar module. 

In January, 1965, the second American Gemini (“Gemini 2”) flight took place, an 

unpiloted test of the heat shield, and was successfully recovered. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Valentina_Tereshkova
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Titan_II_GLV


 

 

In March, 1965, the Soviet Union launched “Voskhod 2” into Space (First  

Spacewalk [extra-vehicular activity] by Alexei Leonov). 

In March, 1965, following two unoccupied test flights, the first  operational mission 

- “Gemini 3” - of Project Gemini took place. Former Mercury astronaut Gus 

Grissom commanded the mission, with John W. Young, a Naval aviator chosen 

as an astronaut in 1962, accompanying him. 

 In April, 1965, the United States launched “Intelsat I”, the first  commercial 

satellite (communications), into geostat ionary orbit .  

Graduated from high school in May and Summer Break, 1965 (In Nocona,Texas 

with grandmother Meekins, and worked at Nocona Athletic Goods.): 

In June, 1965, the second piloted Gemini mission, Gemini IV, stayed aloft for four 

days, and astronaut Edward H. White I I  performed the first  EVA or spacewalk by 

an American. This was a crit ical task that would have to be mastered before 

landing on the Moon. 

In July, 1965, an American space probe, “Mariner 4”, flies within 6,118 miles of 

Mars after an eight month journey. This mission provided the first  close-up images 

of the red planet. The mission had been launched in November, 1964. 

In August, 1965, during the flight of Gemini V, American astronauts Gordon 

Cooper and Pete Conrad set record with an eight day orbital flight. 

1965-1966 School Year (Freshman, Texas Western College [now UTEP], El Paso, 

Texas (Basketball team won NCAA championship.): 

In December, 1965, during the flight of Gemini VII, American astronauts Frank 

Borman and James A. Lovell set a durat ion record of fourteen days in Earth-orbit  

that held for five years. 

In December,1965, during Gemini VI, U.S. astronauts Wally Schirra and Thomas P. 

Stafford complete the first  t rue space rendezvous by flying within a few feet of 

Gemini VII.  

In March, 1966, during Gemini VII I, American astronauts Neil A. Armstrong and 

David Scott performed the first  orbital docking of their spacecraft to an Agena 

target vehicle, becoming the first  coupling of two spacecraft. This was a crit ical 

task to master before attempting to land on the Moon, a mission that required 

several dockings and undockings of spacecraft. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extra-vehicular_activity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexei_Leonov


 

 

In April, 1966, the Soviet Union achieved lunar orbit  with its “Luna 10” Space 

probe, the first  such vehicle to do so. This robotic flight had been launched on 

31 Mar. 1966 and it  provided scient ific data about the Moon to Earth for several 

weeks.  

Summer Break 1966 (In Nocona, Texas with grandmother Meekins, and worked 

at Nocona Athletic Goods.): 

In June, 1966, “Surveyor 1” landed on the Moon and transmitted more than 

10,000 high-quality photographs of the surface. This was the first  American 

spacecraft to soft -land on the Moon. It  had been launched in May, and it  

touched down on the "Ocean of Storms," a possible site for the Apollo landings. 

In July, 1966, during the flight of Gemini IX, American astronauts Tom Stafford 

and Eugene Cernan make a two-hour EVA. 

In July, 1966, during Gemini X, American astronauts Mike Collins and John Young 

make two rendezvous and docking maneuvers with Agena target vehicles, plus 

complete a complex EVA. 

August, 1966 – August, 196,7 the “Lunar Orbiter” project was conducted for a 

year between these dates. This project, originally not intended to support 

Apollo, was reconfigured in 1962 and 1963 to further the Kennedy mandate 

more specifically by mapping the surface. In addit ion to a powerful camera 

that could send photographs to Earth tracking stations, it  carried three scient ific 

experiments-selnodesy (the lunar equivalent of geodesy), meteoroid detection, 

and radiat ion measurement. While the returns from these instruments interested 

scient ists in and of themselves, they were crit ical to Apollo. NASA launched five 

Lunar Orbiter satellites, all successfully achieving t heir objectives. 

1966-1967 School Year (Sophomore, Midwestern University [now Midwestern 

State University], Wichita Falls, Texas): 

In September, 1966, American astronauts Pete Conrad and Dick Gordon piloted 

“Gemini XI”. They established a Gemini record alt itude with apogee of 739.2 

nautical miles (1,369.0 km) reached using the Agena Target Vehicle propulsion 

system after first  orbit  rendezvous and docking. Gordon made a 33-minute EVA 

and two-hour standup EVA.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apogee


 

 

In November, 1966, the last Gemini flight, “Gemini XII”, was launched and 

piloted by American astronauts Jim Lovell and Buzz Aldrin. They rendezvoused 

and docked manually with the target Agena and kept station with it  during EVA. 

Aldrin set an EVA record of 5 hours and 30 minutes for one space walk and two 

stand-up exercises, and demonstrated solut ions to previous EVA problems.  

In January, 1967, during a simulat ion aboard Apollo-Saturn (AS) 204 on the 

launch pad at Kennedy Space Center, Florida, after several hours of work, a 

flash fire broke out in the pure oxygen atmosphere of the capsule and flames 

engulfed the capsule and the three astronauts aboard - Gus Grissom, Ed White, 

and Roger Chaffee - died of asphyxiat ion. Although three other astronauts had 

been killed before this t ime - all in plane crashes - these were the first  deaths 

directly attributable to the U.S. Space program. As a result  of this accident , the 

Apollo program went into hiatus unt il the spacecraft  could be redesigned. The 

program returned to flight status during Apollo 7 in October 1968. 

In April, 1967, Air Force Col. Joseph Cotton and NASA research pilot Fitzhugh 

Fulton made the first  NASA flight in the XB-70A. The 23 NASA flights in the 129-

flight joint program with the Air Force invest igated the stability and handling 

qualit ies of large, delta-wing aircraft flying at high supersonic speeds. Together 

these flights contributed data for designing future supersonic aircraft in such 

areas as environmental noise (including sonic booms), potential flight corridors, 

flight control, operational problems, and clear-air turbulence. It  also validated 

wind tunnel data and revealed drag components not consistent with or not 

simulated by wind tunnel test ing.  

Summer Break, 1967: 

None. 

1967-1968 School Year (Junior, Midwestern University [now Midwestern State 

University], Wichita Falls, Texas): 

In October, 1967, the X-15 experimental rocket plane set a speed record for 

piloted vehicles by reaching 4,534 mph (mach 6.72) at a 99,000 feet alt itude 

over the Mojave Desert in California. Piloted by Maj. William J. Knight, USAF, the 

X-15 no. 2 flight undertook experiments to: (1) test Martin ablat ive coating and 

ramjet local flow; (2) check out stability and control with dummy ramjets and 

characterist ics of external tank separation; and (3) conduct fluidic temperature 



 

 

probes. The previous space record of 4,250 mph (mach 6.33) had been set by 

Maj. Knight on 18 Nov. 1966. 

In November, 1967, during “Apollo 4”, an unpiloted test of the launcher and 

spacecraft  was conducted (First  test flight of Saturn V, placed a CSM in a high 

Earth orbit ; demonstrated S-IVB restart; qualified CM heat shield to lunar reentry 

speed; NASA proved that the combination could safely reach the Moon.). 

In January, 1968, NASA made the first  flight test  with “Apollo 5” of the propulsion 

systems of the Lunar Module ascent/descent capability (Earth orbital flight test 

of LM, launched on Saturn IB; demonstrated ascent and descent propulsion; 

human-rated the LM.). 

In April, 1968, NASA made a flight test with “Apollo 6” (Uncrewed, attempted 

demonstrat ion of t rans-lunar inject ion, and direct -return abort using SM engine; 

three engine failures, including failure of S-IVB restart. Flight controllers used SM 

engine to repeat Apollo 4's flight profile. Human-rated the Saturn V.). 

Summer Break, 1968: 

None. 

1968-1969 School year (Senior, Midwestern University [now Midwestern State 

University], Wichita Falls, Texas): 

In September, 1968, in a significant first , the Soviet Union 

sent its “Zond 5”, lunar mission capsule around the Moon 

and brought it  back safely to Earth. This was an unpiloted 

test of the system. 

In October, 1968, the first  piloted flight of the Apollo 

spacecraft, “Apollo 7”, and Saturn IB launch vehicle, this 

flight involved astronauts Wally Schirra, Donn F. Eisele, and 

Walter Cunningham who tested hardware in Earth orbit . 

In December, 1968, “Apollo 8” took off atop a Saturn V booster from the 

Kennedy Space Center with three astronauts aboard - Frank Borman, James A. 

Lovell, Jr., and William A. Anders - for a historic mission to orbit  the Moon. At first  it  

was planned as a mission to test Apollo hardware in the relat ively safe confines 

of low Earth orbit , but senior engineer George M. Low of the Manned 

Spacecraft Center at Houston, Texas (renamed the Johnson Space Center in 

1973), and Samuel C. Phillips, Apollo Program Manager at NASA headquarters, 



 

 

pressed for approval to make it  a circumlunar flight. The advantages of this 

could be important, both in technical and scient ific knowledge gained as well 

as in a public demonstrat ion of what the U.S. could achieve. In the summer of 

1968 Low broached the idea to Phillips, who then carried it  to the administrator, 

and in November, the agency reconfigured the mission for a lunar t rip.  

After Apollo 8 made one and a half Earth orbits its third stage began a burn to 

put the spacecraft on a lunar trajectory. As it  t raveled outward the crew 

focused a portable television camera on Earth and for the first  t ime humanity 

saw its home from afar, a t iny, lovely, and fragile "blue marble" hanging in the 

blackness of Space. When it  arrived at the Moon on Christmas Eve this image of 

Earth was even more strongly reinforced when the crew sent images of the 

planet back while reading the first  part of the Bible - "God created the heavens 

and the Earth, and the Earth was without form and void" - before sending 

Christmas greet ings to humanity. The next day they fired the boosters for a return 

flight and "splashed down" in the Pacific Ocean on 27 December. It  was an 

enormously significant accomplishment coming at a t ime when American 

society was in crisis over Vietnam, race relat ions, urban problems, and a host of 

other difficult ies. And if only for a few moments the nation united as one to focus 

on this epochal event. Two more Apollo missions occurred before the climax of 

the program, but they did lit t le more than confirm that the t ime had come for a 

lunar landing. 

 In March, 1969, “Apollo 9” astronauts James McDivitt, David Scott, and Russell 

Schweickart orbited the Earth and tested all of the hardware needed for a lunar 

landing (First  crewed flight of CSM and LM in Earth orbit ; demonstrated portable 

life support system to be used on the lunar surface.). 

In May, 1969, “Apollo 10” astronauts Eugene Cernan, John Young, and Tom 

Stafford conducted the last dress rehearsal for the Moon landing. They took the 

Lunar Module (LM) for a test run within 10 miles of the lunar surface. 

Summer (graduated from college [MSU] in May) (With my grandmother and 

parents in Nocona, Texas ... watched Apollo 11 land on the Moon.), 1969: 

In July, 1969, the first  lunar landing mission, “Apollo 11” lifted off on 16 July, 1969, 

and after confirming that the hardware was working well began the three day 

trip to the Moon. At 4:18 p.m. EST on 20 Jul. 1969 the LM - with astronauts Neil A. 

Armstrong and Edwin E. Aldrin - landed on the lunar surface while Michael 

Collins orbited overhead in the Apollo command module. After checkout, 



 

 

Armstrong set foot on the surface, telling the millions of listeners that it  was "one 

small step for man, one giant leap for mankind." Aldrin soon followed him out 

and the two plodded around the landing site in the 1/6 lunar gravity, planted an 

American flag but omitted claiming the land for the U.S. as had rout inely been 

done during European explorat ion of the Americas, collected soil and rock 

samples, and set up some experiments. After more than 21 hours on the lunar 

surface, they returned to Collins on board "Columbia," bringing 20.87 kilograms 

of lunar samples with them. The two Moonwalkers had left behind scient ific 

instruments, an American flag and other mementos, including a plaque bearing 

the inscript ion: "Here Men From Planet Earth First  Set Foot Upon the Moon, July, 

1969 A.D. We came in Peace For All Mankind." The next day they began the 

return trip to Earth, "splashing down" in the Pacific on 24 July. 

Joined Project Apollo at the Lunar Receiving Laboratory (Research Analyst, 

Biological Sciences Section), JSC, Houston, Texas in September, 1969:  

In September, 1969, the 

presidentially-appointed 

Space Task Group issued its 

report on the post -Apollo 

space program on this date. 

Chartered on 13 Feb. 1969 

under the chairmanship of 

Vice President Spiro T. 

Agnew, this group met 

throughout the spring and 

summer to plot a course for 

the space program. The 

polit ics of this effort  was 

intense. NASA lobbied hard 

with the Group and 

especially its chair for a far-reaching post-Apollo space program that included 

development of a space stat ion, a reusable Space Shuttle, a Moon base, and a 

human expedit ion to Mars. The NASA posit ion was well reflected in the group's 

September report, but Nixon did not act on the Group's recommendations. 

Instead, he was silent on the future of the U.S. space program until a March 1970 

statement that said "we must also recognize that many crit ical problems here on 

this planet make high priority demands on our attention and our resources." 



 

 

In November, 1969, “Apollo 12” U.S. astronauts Charles Conrad, Richard Gordon, 

and Alan Bean go to the Moon for the second manned landing. They landed 

near the “Surveyor 3” landing site on 18 Nov. They spend 7.5 hours walking on 

the surface, including an inspection of the Surveyor probe. 

In April, 1970, the flight of “Apollo 13” was one of the near disasters of the Apollo 

program. At 56 hours into the flight, an oxygen tank in the Apollo service module 

ruptured and damaged several of the power, electrical, and life support 

systems. People throughout the world watched and waited and hoped as NASA 

personnel on the ground and the crew, well on their way to the Moon and with 

no way of returning unt il they went  around it , worked together to find a way 

safely home. While NASA engineers quickly determined that sufficient air, water, 

and electricity did not exist  in the Apollo capsule to sustain the three astronauts 

unt il they could return to Earth, they found that the LM - a self-contained 

spacecraft unaffected by the accident  - could be used as a "lifeboat" to 

provide austere life support for the return trip. It  was a close-run thing, but the 

crew returned safely on 17 April 1970. The near disaster served several important 

purposes for the civil space program - especially prompting reconsiderat ion of 

the propriety of the whole effort  while also solidifying in the popular mind NASA's 

technological genius. 

In January/February, 1971, “Apollo 14” was the third U.S. lunar landing mission, 

and the first  since the near disaster of Apollo 13. Alan Shepard and Edgar 

Mitchell went to the Moon while Stuart Roosa piloted the CM. They performed 

nine hours of moonwalks and brought back 98 pounds of lunar material.  

In July/August, 1971, the first  of the longer, expedit ion-style lunar landing 

missions, “Apollo 15” was the first  to include the lunar rover to extend the range 

of the astronauts on the Moon. They brought back 173 pounds of Moon rocks, 

including one of the prize art ifacts of the Apollo program, a sample of ancient 

lunar crust called the "Genesis Rock." 

In November, 1971, “Mariner 9” was the first  mission to orbit  another planet 

(Mars). 

In January, 1972, NASA Administrator James C. Fletcher met with President 

Richard M. Nixon at the "Western White House" in San Clemente, California, to 

discuss the future of the Space program, and then issued a statement to the 

media announcing the decision to "proceed at once with the development of 

an entirely new type of space transportation system designed to help transform 



 

 

the space front ier of the 1970s into familiar territory, easily accessible for human 

endeavor in the 1980s and '90s." This became the Space Shuttle, first  flown in 

Space on 12-14 April, 1981. 

In March, 1972-present, to prepare the way for a possible mission to the four 

giant planets of the outer Solar System, “Pioneer 10” and “Pioneer 11” were 

launched to Jupiter. Both were small, nuclear-powered, spin-stabilized 

spacecraft that Atlas-Centaur launched. The first  of these was launched on 3 

March, 1972, t raveled outward to Jupiter, and in May 1991 was about 52 Astro 

Nautical Units (AU), roughly twice the distance from Jupiter to the Sun, and st ill 

t ransmitting data. In 1973, NASA launched Pioneer 11, providing scient ists with 

their closest view of Jupiter, from 26,600 miles above the cloud tops in 

December 1974. 

In April, 1972, during “Apollo 16”, astronauts John Young, Thomas Mat tingly I I , 

and Charles Duke made the fifth American landing on the Moon. Young and 

Duke spent 3 days with the lunar rover near the Descartes crater. 

In July, 1972-present, “Landsat 1” was launched from Kennedy Space Center, to 

perform an Earth resource mapping mission. Init ially called the Earth Resources 

Technology Satellite (ERTS) and later renamed, “Landsat 1” changed the way in 

which Americans looked at the planet. It  provided data on vegetation, insect 

infestat ions, crop growth, and associated land-use information. Two more 

Landsat vehicles were launched in Jan. 1975 and Mar. 1978, performed their 

missions and exited service in the 1980s. “Landsat 4”, launched 16 July, 1982, 

and “Landsat 5”, launched 1 March, 1984, were "second generation" 

spacecraft, with greater capabilit ies to produce more detailed land-use data. 

The system enhanced the ability to develop a worldwide crop forecast ing 

system, to devise a strategy for deploying equipment to contain oil spills, to aid 

navigation, to monitor pollut ion, to assist  in water management, to site new 

power plants and pipelines, and to aid in agricultural development. 

In December, 1972, “Apollo 17” was the last of the six Apollo missions to the 

Moon, and the only one to include a scient ist -astronaut/geologist  Harrison 

Schmitt  - as a member of the crew. Schmitt  and Eugene Cernan, had extended 

EVAs on the Moon, 22 hours, 4 minutes for each. Ronald Evans piloted the CM.  

Information courtesy of NASA. 

 


